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was created with the intention of bringing together American, European and Asian art in the same
event, allowing a discussion of three different cultural trends.

ICNBF and Arte Vida Arte Association

ICNBF and Arte Vida Arte Association offers for the artists from the Northern countries possibility
to stay at a residence in Rio de Janeiro.

CASA Art school CASA (Centro de Assistencia Social e Artistica) was founded in August

2005 by Helena and Edson Cardoso. Art School is ment for underprivileged children living in the
favela of Cidade de Deus - City of God, in Rio de Janeiro.
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AVA Art Festival

was created with the intention of bringing together American, European and Asian art in the same event,
allowing a discussion of three different cultural trends.
The purpose of the Festival is to give an opportunity for Japanese public to see the contemporary art with
high quality from three different continents.
Offering art for all tastes, the event will be opened by performance of Japanese artist Daiki Takemoto along
with a musical background of a French violinist.

AVA Art Festivals

ではアジア、
ヨーロッパ・南北アメリカの それぞれの美術品をひとつの空間でそれぞれの文化の違いを表
現いたします。
今回のフェスティバルでは、3つの異なる文化の織りなす現代アートのトレンドを皆様に直にお届けいたし
ます。
フェスティバル・オープニング・パーティーでは古代象形絵文字作家「竹本大亀」先生とフランス人バイオリ
ニストによる
「和と洋」のコラボパフォーマンスをお楽しみ下さい。

Artists
FINLAND:

Aulikki Nukala, Hannu Sillanpää. Jukka Tuominen, Kaija Marjatta Mäenpää, Maaria Märkälä,
Maija Vanhatapio,, Merja Simberg, Mirja Jaamalahti, Riitta Eräpalo, Sanna-Mari Rautavirta, Seija Grönqvist.
Seppo Kari, Sirkka Laakkonen, Suvi Malek, Veera Pajulahti

CHINA: Liane Chu
DENMARK: Ole Skovsmose
FRANCE: Jacques Stemer
NORWAY: Calina Pandele Yttredal, Ole Jakob Ihlebæk
USA: Dorene Ginzler, Mark Lenn Johnson, Sigrid Somers
PUERTO RICO: Limaris Valdmont
SWEDEN: Anna-Karin Wetzig, Bo Alström, Katja Ahovalli, Lisa Burenius
SWITZERLAND: Serge Gayua
JAPAN: Mizuho Koyama, Daiki Takemoto, Halu Iwasaki, Rogerio Dezem, Seikoh Yada, Tomohisa Takada,
Yasuko Sensyu, Yuki Matsuo

BRAZIL: Ana Goldberger, Ale Iodice, Bia Monteiro, Do Karmmo Ferreira, Erisson Thompson Jr, Fernando

Medeiros, Graci Kaley, Gustavo Kuklisnki, Isabela Francisco, Ivald Granato (in memoriam), José Antonio de
Lima, Kaiuca, Licia Lacerda, Marilou Andrasan, Mariana Rocha, Marlene Blois, Maria Helena Andrés, Matheus
Almeida, Paulo Rocha, Roberto Lacerda, Rogerio Dezem, Sandiá Antonelli, Siomara Almeida, Tereza Vianna,
Van Annunciata

Veera Pajulahti
Veera Pajulaht's abstract acrylic paintings seem, on the one
hand, like timeless studies, as art history has shown them to
us and taught us to look at them. The kind that invite us to
immerse ourselves into being with them, allowing them to
unravel themselves through silent contemplation, focusing
our consciousness meditatively on their colors, rhythms and
interesting accents that flash out here and there
On the other hand, Pajulahti's paintings are strongly rooted in
contemporary times, a world of public updates and carefully
designed profiles, performance, branding, false identities,
evevn concealment. They are not however narrational, they
don't reveal the structures born around and amidst our
reality, they don't make declarations about what our reality
has become. Instead, they reveal, in their own multiple layers,
the multiple layers of the world: the hiding, the veiling, how
something can be partially visible, briefly appear in sight and
then submerge somewhere deep again.
...

Dream
50 x 40 cm
acrylic on canvas
2014

...
Pajulahti paints like a person lives. Rationality, careful consideration, produces its own layers. Intuition - and
probably also change - changes plans, leads things to a different direction. A fabric is born that can no longer
be deconstructed into parts or back to its own process of birth. A painting is born.
- Otso Kantokorpi, art critic
Hope
50 x 40 cm
acrylic on canvas
2014

Aulikki Nukala

www.anukala.fi
nukalaaulikki@gmail.com
www.kuvataiteilijamatrikkeli.fi/en/artists/2472
Watercolour gives me an adventure that is easy to start, but at the same
time a challenge to complete. To me this is a struggle of playing with the
unexpected behavior of water - the water that runs and makes abstract
forms while the colour is absorbed into the paper, giving new shapes to
realistic objects.
My first juried exhibition was in 1979 in the gallery of the Helsinki Artists'
Association, Finland. The exhibition included paintings varying from
London parks to the wilderness of Lapland. I greatly admire the old
biological illustrations of plants, as well as ancient oriental ink drawings or
Dutch abundant floral still life. They all inspire me to paint the aesthetic
splendor of a diversity of nature of our planet.
In addition to many solo exhibitions in Finland I have participated in exhibitions abroad in Europe and in China,
USA, South America and Russia. I’m member of Artist’s association of Finland and International Watercolour
Societies.

Blooming Bush, 50 x 40 cm, watercolour, 2016

Autumn Flowers
105 x 75 cm
watercolour
2015

Riitta Eräpalo
Shapes and surfaces play on canvas, endless
opportunities to capture the moment and feeling.
Represent the thought before it disappears.
For me, painting is a way to look for explanations. The
truth is fickle and dependent on the interpreter. We
are all surrounded by our own reality through which
we see the world. The environment which we live in
and grow up leaves a mark on us.
In painting, my thoughts will take shape of a human
being. Emotions and big stories are hidden behind
the gestures and colors. Often the ready painting will
raise new thoughts and the story goes on.

Blind Blue
60 x 70 cm
oil on canvas
2017

Waiting For A Blue Butterfly
61 x 81 cm
oil on canvas
2017

Jukka Tuominen
I am a visual artist working in Pirkkala
municipality, which is part of Tampere city
region. My interests include nature, myths
and stories. My works are often graphic and
I use a reduced colour palette. My works are
also handicrafts with discreet roughness and
different textures.

Yellow Piano
90 x 90 cm
acrylics on canvas
2017

Red Symbiosis, 60 x 60 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2017

Sanna-Mari Rautavirta

sanna-mari@rautavirta.eu
www.sannamarirautavirta.wordpress.com
I am for the most part creating art with wood engraving and oil
painting. The primitive features of woodcut and to picture people
intrigue me the most. I find there is something fascinating with
combining children and adults. A lot of my production is achieved
with impulsive work flow, the results often contain surprises and
diversity.
The facial expression and the story behind it gives inspiration to
my work. The colours of a finished woodcut give me direction
towards finding a pleasing figure. In oil painting, I want the
movements and roughness of the brush to be seen, creating
harmony between the two art forms.
Primarily my work is picturing women from different cultures
surviving daily life and fostering a family. Being a woman is to
create beauty and to be good. Woman’s life includes renunciation,
nurture, silent hope and love. I hope my work is able to radiate
satisfaction, good feeling, peace and comprehension. The goal
is to rise questions of the lives of women and children, creating
hope for the future. The people pictured in my work are survivors,
bearing their bodies and clothes with pride. Every human being
has their own touching story to tell which can be found in my
works of art. Good stories are always worth painting.
The purpose of visual arts is to picture reality and encapsulate
the essential.

Newborn
70 x 50 cm
woodcut
2016

Darling, 60 x 60 cm, woodcut, 2016

Marja-Elina Uusitupa
www.marjaelinauusitupa.net
melinauusitupa@gmail.com

Marja-Elina Uusitupa (b.1957) is a
multidisciplinary artist combining and
mixing mediums: Photos, painting,
environmental art, site specific art,
earth art, installations, new media
and soundscapes. Themes of art are:
people (human being), time, space,
environment and socio-environmental
space. Currently, she is very interested
in working with soundscapes and
photographic installations. Marja-Elina
Uusitupa holds MA from University
of Art and Design, Department
for Art Education Helsinki Finland.
She is a Painter studied in Free Art
School, Helsinki. Art Management, Cultural Entrepreneurship Study Module, SibA, Helsinki 2013-2014.
She has exhibited her artworks in Finland and abroad since 1987. Curated and solo exhibitions in
Finland, Germany, Estonia, Lithuania, Sweden, Russia and Hungary. Works in collection: Art Museum
of Kupiskis, LT. The Museum of I.S. Shemanovsky, Salekhard, Jamal, RU. Pro Artibus Foundation
FI, City of Helsinki FI, City of Jyväskylä FI, City of Salekdhard RU. 2015 Community Art project in
Malmi Helsinki FI completed. During 6 months Marja-Elina Uusitupa directed and carried out a
community art project which was completed in the output of pedestrian underpasses artwork
Roots. The participants were of different ages (14-80 years) and with different cultural backgrounds.
www.helsinginuutiset.fi/artikkeli/308222-malmin-harmaassa-alikulkutunnelissavalkkyy-pian-taide
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiedosto:Marja-Elina_Uusitupa_et_al_Juuret_2015.jpg

Eternity Moment in May II
30 x 45 cm
kapa 5mm lambda
2016

Eternity Moment in May I, 30 x 45 cm, kapa 5mm lambda, 2016

Seppo Kari
www.seppokari.fi

”My night is not gloomy”
My techniques are oil, acrylic and grayon, in graphic art serigraphy
and digital. The method of working is very often structural. Shadows
are used to create lightness, shape and illusion. The paintings are
disconnected from reality, although they include parts of reality
loaded with symbolism and images.
I like to paint nocturnal topics. Maybe it can simply be said that I
paint ”the black light”, because it is transparent. My night is not
gloomy, but it is a distinctive world which you cannot see and
reach in the daylight.
However, the day breaks on my studies on nature. Daylight reveals
the vulnerable nature with amazing powers: a leaf of grass can cut
up the paper in painter´s hands. I like to do tricks and to combine
different elements.

Night-time rendezvous
70 x 70 cm
acrylic, oil on canvas
2017

Gone With The Dream, 70 x 70 cm, acrylic, oil on canvas, 2017

Elisabeth Manninen
Art is necessary for me. By painting I deal with things
beyond the words. These things evolve from deep inside
and take their form in front of my eyes. I am inspired by big
human concepts like responsibility, love, forgiveness. Also
nature, especially the archipelago and the sea, inspires me.
I tend not to do sketches but instead I start painting bravely
by intuition. I put thin and/or thick layers on canvas, design
different kind of textures, put new layers on top of old ones,
use a lot of wiping with cloth. The work is talking to me, it
says, what it needs. When I end up with controversy and
get mad, I know I am very near the essential! Sometimes I
have to put the painting to rest and let my thoughts mature.
My subconscious is working fiercely. Then I can go on. My
painting is mostly abstract. I use both oil and acrylic colors,
also pigments.
By painting I become aware of my soul which is heading home. My paintings will set up sparks for that path.
The people looking at my paintings will then find the path more easily than without the lights. And when the
light grows, love grows.

The Smell of Coffee
50 x 50 cm
acrylic and oil on canvas
2016

The Taste of Coffee
50 x 50 cm
acrylic and oil on canvas
2016

Erkki Perkiömäki

Street, 30 x 45 cm, photograph, 2015

I am a photographer and a painter. When taking photos, I prefer places. I am looking for their inner feeling,
their essence. I am particularly interested in man-made sites, places where human presence can be seen. The
contrast between the natural and man-made signs on the landscape often creates an atmosphere that has
a strong impact on me and this is what I want to capture. I also take pictures of natural sites, but only if they
affect me emotionally. What is important to me is the emotional coherence of my pictures, not the subject
matter. I look for the rough, everyday beauty that often remains unnoticed. For me light is essential; very
often it is dim and rainy. I prefer indirect light.
I always carry my camera with me and I photograph everywhere, all the time. I go to different environments
to discover the same feelings and that is how distances between different places become irrelevant. An
emotional engram from my best shots stays in my memory and I hope these emotions will also reach the
spectator. I am not building a storyline with my pictures, but when the emotional effect works, it will also
create a new story. These stories will then create new meanings.

Sidewalk, 30 x 45 cm, photograph, 2015

Suvi Malek

www.suvimalek.com
Born 1984 in Berlin, Germany
Moments seen through the eyes of a child in the changing
atmosphere of 80’s Berlin, later in the quiet country life in
Finland.
Respecting traditional art with a slight modern touch.
A fascination for depicting the passing innocence and childish
carelessness create the passion for making art.
With no walls, there's no need to break boundaries.

In Sister's Shoes, 55 x 67 cm, oil on canvas, 2017

In Pink Shoes, 54 x 65 cm, oil on canvas, 2010

Hannu Sillanpää
I was born 1951 Alastaro, Finland. Studied in Fine Art´s Academy of
Finland years 1978-1982. I work in periods and each period produce a
little different kind of paintings than before. Wintertime, the darkest
part in Finnish climate is a quiet time. I have pauses then I study
knowledge of the history of art to produce more. I express things in
art forms, those which can not otherwise explain. My paintings are
abstract. I have choosen that form, because in my mind, that brings up
my artistic abilities and goal best.

Cloured
50 x 38 cm
oil on canvas
2016

Harmony
50 x 42 cm
oil on canvas
2016

Balance
38x40cm
oil on canvas
2016

Maija Vanhatapio, 1946
mvanhat@gmail.com
https://taiko.fi/maijavanhatapio

Intuitive interpretations from the great outdoors
My sceneries are like genesis- created by dreams and projections
hailing from the fjords, wild waters and the woods. The visions emerge
from the mist to been seen in broad daylight just to return to the to
the mosaic toned undercolours. The acrylics bring out the strength
together with the softness of pastels.
This is accompanied by the Graphic designer dna in me that serves as
the observant simplifier of things seen on the canvas. The strudy yet
fluent lines and shapes holds a dialogue of especially in my pictures
of contemporary womanhood.

Largo, 74 x 60 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2016

Salima
40 x 30 cm
acrylic on canvas
2017
Phantasy, 74 x 60 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2017

Seija Grönqvist
I mainly find motives for my paintings in nature on
the island where I spend a lot of time. I am specially
inspired by observing seasons charging in the forest.
and in the field. I find the sea around me extremely
fascinating.
The silence. lmness and the strength of nature forces
it's way to my paintings as I move forward with the
working process. The starting point of my creative
process is based on a concrete perception but it
will become an expression of emotion as I carry on
working. In the end most of my paintings turn out to
be abstract. As materials I use acrylics. oil paints and
watercolour.

Connection, 50 x 70 cm, aquarelle & gouache, 2016
Windy, 50 x 70 cm, aquarelle, 2016

Paula Suominen

ph.suominen@gmail.com		
www.paulasuominen.fi
www.kuvataiteilijamatrikkeli.fi/fi/taiteilijat/3120
Paula Suominen is interested in light and impressions
in nature. Senses and atmospheres are the basis
of her atistic expression. She often studies organic
forms in nature and the generation of life. In her
newest artworks, the themes are women, female
myths, eternal connections to nature and vegetation.
Suominen has also worked in environmental planning
design teams, outdoor mosaics and murals.

Awakening
500 x 140 cm
charcoal on paper
2014

Tree of Life, 350 x 140 cm, charcoal on paper, 2015

Merja Simberg

www.merjasimberg.com
e-mail: merjasimberg@gmail.com

I have been questioning humanity and emotions
through abstractism. I love the physicality of the
exercise and I paint on the floor with thick layers
and runny colours. That is why I use acrylics
which dry in a short period of time. Recently my
motive has been nostalgia and the old black and
white movies but the process of working still
acts the most important role to me.

Gone With the Wind, 101 x 60 cm, acrylics on board, 2017

Wuthering Heights, 101 x 60 cm, acrylics on board, 2017

Sirkka Laakkonen

www.sirkkalaakkonen.fi
www.kuvataiteilijamatrikkeli.fi/en/artists/2727
sirkkalaakkonen@hotmail.com
In my paintings the essence is an aesthetic impression of something I have seen, felt
or thought of which inspires me to create a piece of art. Fist, there is the canvas, all
white. Then follows the colour, a fleeting moment hesitantly, more firmly, in some
cases all wiped off. Colour again, more colour, more and more. Blood flows and
the face glows. Away with anything unnecessary. Hopefully the painting is able to
transmit the feelings of love, sunshine, light and wind with a distant melody; that
it makes a positive difference in somebody´s life.

Celebrations
54 x 73 cm
oil on canvas
2017

Carpe Diem 3
30 x 30 cm
oil on plywood
2013

Glorious, 81 x 100 cm, oil on canvas, 2013

Mirja Jaamalahti
I paint with dark themes and styles.
When I paint, I do it very spontaniously,
fast and with a dark sense on humor. All
this comes from my own experiences. I
hope that my paintings give others the
same atmosphere that I had when i
was painting, or even give them some
kind of reaction. I have created my own
thing, and it's darkism.

Together
80 x 60 cm
acrylic on canvas
2016
No More, 100 x 80 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2016

Maaria Märkälä
www.maariamarkala.com

Pessi Rautio The Editor-in-Chief of Taidelehti
(Finlands biggest art magazine): extracts
from the book Places For Being Happy:
"That is why Märkälä's method of painting,
reminiscent of expressionism (one of the
centres of which Berlin happens to be) is
consistent; the thick, almost edible, colour
in her paintings manifests that the painting
is not trying to hide in the background. The
paint as a substance, the form of which
reveals the speed in which it was spread,
manifests in every fraction of a second of
the viewing session that what we see here is
a part of the world reconstructed with paint,
possibly improved: witness the miracle of the
illusion. The magician shows her tricks, and,
oddly enough, this is exactly what makes the
trick so impressive, as in puppetry when the
puppeteers are visible ".
"Paintings created in a studio may contain several layers that the viewer knows nothing about; in the bottom
there may be, for example, bursts of frustration familiar to everyone, forming a base for the landscape.
Märkälä wants to paint, to bring out the good on the top, so the process must end in something hopeful, full
of oxygen and life, light, even what is beautiful ".
"To Märkälä, the world includes objects, good ones that simply must be depicted through painting, not least
because they make such good paintings".
Whole text: www.maariamarkala.com
Maaria Märkälä is a finnish painter. She lives in Espoo, works in Helsinki and travels to discover inspiration.
Daily she drive her bike to her Helsinki-studio at Cable factory. Her work of arts are in several public and
private collections in Finland and abroad.
During year 2016 her work was granted by Finnish Cultural Foundation.

Let the Sky Fall, White
94 x 80 cm
oil on canvas

Kaija Marjatta Mäenpää
I made two quite similar paintings, another includes light and the
other includes dark colours. Those balls in paintings looks like
several stars in the universe.
Light balls illustriates daylight or winter feeling, but the dark
painting gives feelings from the sky or floating planets in the night.
When looking my paintings, you can make your own opinions from
own view. Your feelings are real.

Dark Balls
55 x 38 cm
oil on canvas
2006

Light Balls, 55 x 38 cm, oil on canvas, 2006

Ole Jakob Ihlebæk
Ihlebaek.com

Ole Jakob Ihlebæk (b.1948, Norway) educated at Norwegian
State Academy, Oslo as painter and printmaker. He paints
still lifes and landscape compositions, often with houses as
elements, and often without much color. Formal issuses and
calm expressions, still with inner tensions is typical in his artistic
world.

Intervaller 2
30 x 30 cm

Intervaller 1
100 x 100 cm

Bo Alström
BETWEEN HISTORY AND MODERNISM
Among critics and art historians I am considered to be a history painter, a
modern representative of an age-old tradition, and at the same time an
intuitive modern artist. Usually I empathizes with the experiences of people in
distant times and places while I try to maintain a highly-calibrated sensitivity
to colour, form, and composition.
This painting, which I m glad to exhibit here in Osaka, is a part of a bigger
exhibition carried out some years ago. It was called The Battle, and represented
ten battles from the world history. This one shows the civil war between two
Japanese clans and was fought during the later half of 12th century.
History calls these battles The Gempi Ware.

The Battle
190 x 200 cm
oil on canvas
1999

Mizuho Koyama

http://mizuho-koyama.com
www.kitaikikaku.co.jp/artists/koyamamizuho
Calli-Graphiti - New Liberation of Sho Mizuho Koyama devoted herself for many years to the study of calligraphy under a teacher who placed a
high value on traditional sho. Subsequently, in the course of her exploration of her own expressions, she has
eagerly read, listened to and paid close attention to a variety of things including poems and stories in order
to absorb them, a practice that has eventually enabled her to make three innovations. Her ﬁrst innovation
has been to make use of poetry in English and other types of alphanumeric writing that people all over
the world can read. Secondly, she has incorporated factors taken from the free grafﬁti that grew up on the
streets of New York, which can be regarded as the extreme opposite from traditional sho with its rigid rules
of character expression. Thirdly, she has ingeniously harmonized on paper the classics and techniques of
sho that she has learned with the two innovations above to establish her original style of expression. At the
core of these three successful innovations is her grand wish to create works that touch the conscience and
aesthetic sense shared by people around the world deep in their hearts beyond the borders of nationality,
religion and the era—a wish that she expresses in simple black and white.

Only Breath
137 x 134 cm diptych
Sumi-ink, pencil on paper over wood panel, acrylic Plexiglas covered
2014

Mariana Rocha
marianarocha.art.br

Mariana Rocha was born and lives in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. She studied
Visual Arts at the State University of Rio de Janeiro and took several
courses at the Parque Lage School of Visual Arts. Her works go between
the figurative and the abstract, seeking to materialize something that
only exists in the imaginary. In her vocabulary, the (im) permanence of
the line element is visible, which always wants to escape from within
and overflow out of the paper, the space and the body. Her drawings
are organisms that are formed from ink blots of watercolor, gouache
and china ink, from where they leave, leak or overflow the drawn lines.
Mariana uses, in a certain amount, a stream of consciousness, letting the
spots guide the path that will lead to the final form. She participated in
exhibitions in several cities in Brazil, including the Bienal Caixa of New
Artists, which passed through São Paulo, Curitiba, Fortaleza, Brasilia,
Salvador and Rio de Janeiro.

Daydream I-II-III-IV-V-VI Sem Legendas
Series of drawings, 29,7 x 42 cm
China ink, watercolor, gouache and graphite on paper
2016

Graci Kaley
Graci Kaley, born in Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. She is a visual artist,
teacher of art history and fine arts. In Portugal she has a work in the
collection of the Maria da Fontinha Museum, held several exhibitions
and participated in Salons with many awards. She is currently part of the
engraving group of the Ingá Museum and is actively involved in the Lage
Park School of Visual Arts. Participating in the 5th Latin American Salon
of Autumn 2017, in São Paulo, with artists from 5 continents, where she
had her work highlighted by the research. Work accomplished through a
26-day artistic residence in the Amazon Forest. Research, appropriation
and deconstruction, with contemporary reading of crop standards,
Wajápi, Kusiwa and Yanomami. The look strolls and welcomes subtleties
of indigenous production: are unfolding playful readings of details of writing, body painting, crafts and feather
art. The beauty of the decorative motifs forms a sum of languages with poetic powers unfolding in a curious,
fearless and pro active instinct.
"Her works are fruits of researches with dream-like splendours. She’s a talent of Brazilian Art. "
Bruno Guedes – Critic of Art

Moosa May

www.moosa-may.com
My art has no nationality, no defined style and no limit of creativity! I am inspired
mainly by the colors of my country of origin Brazil, of forms from historical buildings
in Germany where I live and mainly in the traditions as well as in the freedom of
creation the Japanese art. My art is painted with 3D effect - this effect can be seen
more easily using the special glasses that are specifically prepared for my works.
Other creations can be seen at www.moosa-may.com. Enjoy it!

Almeida Siomara
I do not think should be classified into a simple and specific scheme the work
of Almeida Siomara, so I think we can speak of a astrazionale tension that
combines well as a short and utterly interesting view figural on which it is
actually alive and visible a controlled gestures with signs / signals where stop
- on and off - the modulations blood love / sacrifice, combinations of blue
and purple that denote the sensitivity of feeling, those of the green and of
yellow thesis to unite the gap that separates from each other. In any case the
attitudes of Almeida Siomara towards life will reflect a pictorial personality
worthy of full interest, given that everything is clearly visible in harmony
concentrated in those jobs of every physical dimension materialized in both
landscape drafts, both in the fullness of figures sometimes sensual, with a set
fluently led to the conclusion, that the junction nell'inesausto lyrical journey
where the intensity meticulous unites extreme sweetness. It 'a path, his,
going fast forward but without excess, sail through the sea, creeps into the
current Water management, it is quiet in ports and ravines, living in big cities
and along - thoughtful and persuasive - autonomous spaces of freedom. The
sky is high, as his thought. "
Louis Gierut, art critic, in 2014

Chaos 3D
40 x 50 cm
watercolor

FAVAS II, 50 x 50 cm, Técnica mista, 2017

Paulo Rocha

Maria Helena Andrés

Pochade and I

(Born in 1922 in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil). Painter,
illustrator, writer and teacher. She studied painting with Carlos
Chambelland in Rio de Janeiro between 1940 and 1944, and
with Guignard and Edith Behring at Escola do Parque in Belo
Horizonte between 1944 and 1947. She participated in several
editions of the National Salon of Fine Arts - SNBA, the National
Salon of Modern Art - SNAM and the São Paulo International
Biennial between 1946 and 1961. From 1950 to 1970, she
taught painting and drawing at the School of Fine Arts in Belo
Horizonte, where she managed to occupy the governing body
for some years. In 1961 she studied at the Arts Students League
of New York, where she was a student of Theodorus Stamos. In
the mid-1960s, she collaborated with the newspapers Diário de
Minas and Estado de Minas, writing about art. She published
the books "Vivência e Arte" in 1965 and "The Paths of Art" in
1977.

I am a trained architect, but as a visual artist I am self-taught I discover for myself what I can accomplish, how far I will go. I
use both traditional materials and whatever is at hand, whether
to draw or to paint, not clinging to the results obtained to avoid
formulas and clichés.
As for the videos, though I took the editing course of ADOBE
Premiere Pro, for the most part I invent, always taking advantage of the available resources in
the creative moment.
I gather what I produce within POCHADE ARTS. Pochade is a gallicism, which defines light work
done quickly. Lightness and quickness (of intuition) are my most faithful 'muses'. Therefore, I
believe that I fit into this 'concept'.
ART IS MAGIC!
Authentic creation is only possible in the genuine state of detachment from self; when there is
no naive intention to "seize" whatsoever; when the human being, the artist and the work are
one.
Paulo Rocha

Serge Gauya
Serge Gauya is a Swiss artist who from a young age
has always been attracted to the arts, especially
music and painting. Until 2012 Serge focuses its
work mainly on music and he won two Awards in
the US in 2008 in Miami and in 2014 in Houston.
Throughout his musical career Serge always felt
the need to paint and draw.
In recent years, Serge's work is exhibited by
prestigious galleries and presented in several
shows around the world in particular: Miami,
Tokyo, Paris (Louvre Museum), Naples, Helsinki,
Berlin, Rome, Stockholm, Munich, Cairo, Kuwait
City, Pisa, Vienna (MAMAG Museum), Cannes,
San Diego, Montreux, Asunción (Paraguay),
Leukerbad, Oxford, New York (United Nations
Headquarters)
Serge Gauya has officially represented several times Swiss contemporary art in particular in Kuwait (2012), in
Asunción (Paraguay 2014) and in Cairo (Egypt) in 2016.

Jungle impresion
80 x 80 cm
acrylic on canvas

ART AWARDS:
2008 - Premio Estrella Music Awards - Miami - Florida - USA
2014 - Fox Music USA Awards - Houston Texas
2016 - International Fine Art Biennial - Prize for Expressive Ideas - Cannes - France
2016 - International Prize Colosseo - Brancaccio Palace - Rome - Italy
2016 - Segnalati Naples - Castel dell'Ovo - Naples - Italy
2017 - International Award Galileo Galilei Palazzo dei congressi - Pisa - Italy
Baby Cat, 80 x 80 cm, acrylic on canvas

Calina Pandele Yttredal
www.pandele@online.no
http://calinapandeleyttredal.com

Lives and works in Oslo, Norway. Starting her art studies at
early age, she has been exploring the relationship between
light, colour, and space through her paintings, drawings,
litographies, lighting sculptures, public art commissions.
To convey the idea of cycles in nature and the cycle of life,
transformation, she has developed a painting technique
where colour interacts with the surrounding light. An
example is her 10 m (393,7 in) long public art commission
“Landscape of Finnmark”, recently inaugurated at Kirkenes
Snowhotel, Northern Norway, mounted directly on the glass
facade. Painting and nature interact, changing scenarios
according to the nordic landscape and light in all seasons.
Yttredal is the author of several books on light, colour, design,
communication. She has received a number of grants, among
others from the The Norwegian State, The Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Fund of Norwegian Nonfiction Writers. For her lighting art commission “A One Year`s
Lighting Cycle”, she received the “Art and Business Award” 2009. She has also featured in radio- and TV
programs, both in Norway and abroad.Yttredal`s works has been shown in solo and group exhibitions both
in Norway and abroad, among others in New York, Miami, Seattle, Paris, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Helsinki.
Her works have been acquired by public institutions, private collectors, and are as well included in the Print
Collection of Her Majesty Queen Sonja of Norway.

Reminiscence
30 x 30 cm
technique: acrylic, iridescent paint on canvas

Close-Up II, 30 x 30 cm, technique: acrylic, iridescent paint on canvas

Gustavo Kuklinski
www.kuklinski.com.br
gustavo@kuklinski.com.br

Born in 1991, Gustavo Kuklinski is a brand new
young and energized artist who put his soul
and all efforts to bring movements and touch
the feelings of his viewers. Started with 7 and
kept going following his dream. He walks in two
distinct worlds, the computer programming
and art. He uses his wonderful binary mind
to make his brush strikes exact and the feeling
to distort it, bringing a new view of the world.

Ale Makhoul
"The focus of my work is to try to capture the scenic expression of the environment I am doing it in. My first
contact with photography was through architecture school, and initially it was just a tool to register different
urban scenarios. But as I realize the “story-telling” potential of a single frame, I started to make my work less
objective so that the story can be created inside the mind of those who interact with my photos. Texture,
movement, light and composition are the aspects that guide me when I am working and are the things I pay
most attention to."

Galactic Dances - Series

Marlene Blois

marlenebloisarteeeducacao.com
m.blois@terra.com.br
THE GEOMETRIC LANDSCAPES OF MY WORLD
The contemporaneous art is alive, searching for ways
to express present-day in continuing transition. After
having gone through figurative and abstract phases,
freedom of trial is clear in my current artworks, where
artistic elements take another meaning, searching to
express shapes and ways from extended perceptions of
the world in poetry and painting. Majored in the Escola
de Artes Visuais do Parque Lage – EAV / Rio (“Parque
Lage Scholl of Fine Arts”), I follow in this line of lyric and
symbolic connotation, creating geometric landscapes,
without fitting them in structures and protocols defined
by a school or movement. Color is the fundamental
element in my artworks, what intensifies the rhythm of
the shapes, defines a certain dynamics among the several
plans and brings brightness to all; textures create effects
with the systematic use of the spatula. There is the daring
of deconstruct the geometric shapes only implied, as a
reaction or even denial to the excess of rationalism assigned to the purely geometric.
I started my studies at a very young age, continued in EAV. My artworks were already presented, individually
and collectively in Brazil, in Boston, Paris and Venice and are in homes of Rio and São Paulo / Brazil, Buenos
Aires / Argentina, Antofagasta / Chile, Bogota / Colombia, Mexico City / Mexico, Miami and Boston / USA,
Madrid / Spain and Beirut / Lebanon.

The Sun Penetrantes Though The Window
60 x 50 cm
acrilic

Broken City
24 x 32 cm
acrilic

Marlene Blois was born and lives in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Her school education is in Literature, Education
and Social Communication, having acted in universities, radio, TV Educativa for many years, where she
coordinated, produced and presented several courses and series, with national broadcasting. In literature,
she published poetry and tale books, scientific and technical texts edited in both national and international
publishings. She started her studies on painting at a very young age and still attends EAV in Parque Lage,
where she created Grupo Múltiplo Olhar (“Multiple Vision Group”) of contemporaneous painters. She already
exhibited her artworks in Brazil and abroad. Marlene dares deconstruct the implied geometric shapes with
colors and brushstrokes. As a poet and painter, she created the “Quadremas” spaces, where poetry and
painting materialize in an integrated form.

The sun follows me though the road – ll

Van Annunciata
My paintings are genuine and playful, and they contain strong traits in
the natural context of artistic cycles. Experimental art is in this case,
exemplary but by putting at stake all that was known about a given
object, opens up various possibilities and demand. They form an open
constellation of possible forms that seek understanding. To understand a
form means to decode it, "to go through the process that produced it and
therefore identify, at the origin of the form the conception of creation
and follow its course, its experience and its success - to go through the
living process that led from the initial impulse to the complete form ".
My contemporary art , the material is not just the base or the body of the
work, but it is the end. Materiality is the object of aesthetic discourse,
the contact with physical material, in which poetics materializes,and adds something to our understanding
and delight. This is the formal analysis of the structural mechanisms of my work. It is not an end in itself,
instead it provides the instruments for understanding the relation between the work with the cultural
context, alongside my personality.

Head Guide
acrílico sobre tela
2017

Eledá
acrílico, pastel seco sobre tela
2017

Fernando Medeiros
I collect images and symbolic references.
My studio is a multifunctional
laboratory. Something seduces me
and I I appropriate to reinvent, setting
a new meaning. My creative process
adds antagonistic elements that are
reconnected to create something
unusual and establish a new way of
seeing. The past interacts with the
present. Similarly to mix classical art
techniques and digital technology. In this
creative process there are no limits or
predetermined rules: follow my instinct.
Try to create a harmony between the
sacred and the profane, lines and
colors, light and shadow, the ancestral
and post-contemporary, between the
figurative and the abstract. I use brushes,
charcoal, graphite incorporated into
new digital graphic tools and the latest
software. The key is to create something new from existing and recurring themes elements. Reinventing
relationships and break production paradigms, with a new look at the imagery and the collective unconscious.
A reinterpretation of styles revisited a pictorial fusion jazz: fusion art or "fusion art".

Luccrecia 50 x 50 cm pigmentação em canvas e tinta acrílica 2017

Satyricon 50 x 50 cm pigmentação em canvas e tinta acrílica 2017

O Sonho de Afrodite 60 x 60 cm pigmentação em canvas e tinta acrílica 2017

Tulio Marquez
Tulio Marquez, Brazilian, mathematician, businessman and
photographer. In the universe of photography, everything began very
early, in his own childhood, where Tulio photographed his family
and family vacation trips. However, the greatest dedication comes
since 2011 when friends questioned Tulio for a photo exhibition
while viewing photos of a trip on Chinese lands. From there, what
was pleasure became something serious and successful with the
first exhibition “Passenger watch” in January 2012, in the gallery
Ido Finotti, in Uberlândia City MG Brasil curated by the artist João
Virmondes. From that moment, several invitations appeared. And
now, with this great opportunity, in Tokyo.

Isabela Francisco
Marcus de Lontra Costa
"Toda paisagem é um estado de espírito "
Fernando Pessoa
There's a perfect symbiosis between Rio de Janeiro's landscape and Isabela
Francisco's personality. Rio refuses the straight line, the open and defined
form and the spatial amplitude. It's mountains tower over the ocean
and the city sprawls - and breaches - through these cracks, through this
endless succession of cure sand wedges. Painting, for Isabela Francisco, is
an instrument of beauty and seduction.
She projects herself over the support, be it linen or aluminum, with the
intensity of those who make the landscape their raisons d'être, their bodies, their viscera, their desires. This
is the permanent presence of the baroque so well comprehended and experienced by the artist. Everything
here conspires, inspires, aspires to the spectacle. Every painting by this artist is a stage for contrasting shapes
and colors, an open composition for unquiet eyes. As Alfredo Boss states "The classical articulates every piece
of the ensemble, analyzing and finalizing its lines, which are its limits: each figure receives a finished plastic
treatment. The baroque goes straight to the heart of the pictorial effect, giving to this or to that figure all the
symbolic (or, frequently, allegoric) weight, which is the key of the work thus deserving a greater expressive
or ornamental treatment ".
Tô Isabela Francisco, concept and emotion dialogue and integrate through the praxis. To her, art is a permanent
exercise of experimentation and in order for the necessary transcendence of the real to occur - the essence
of art - it is fundamental to have a deep knowledge about the technical means that allow the artist to build
images of strong impact and visual strength.
That is why the technical knowledge, the ample control over the paints and brushes, does not ever become an
impediment. On the contrary, the necessary pictorial handiwork effectively contributes for Che appearance
of an universe of colors, shapes and volumes that, when integrated, transcend the objective reality and find
echo and shelter in the universe of art.
On top of some icons of Rio de Janeiro's landscape, the artist adds a bold allegory composed by circles and
rectangles articulated as a necklace of vibrant and colorful stars. The artist covers varied times and spaces,
visits the baroque and pop art, walks through allegory and through constructivism, elaborating a musicality
of dissonant notes that, thanks to her talent, end up creating an integral and curious work that allows the
unquiet spectator to discover delightful relationships between the shape and the color. To this effect, within
a certain "Matissean" spirit, Isabela does not shy away from the kitsch or the popular. Her painting,
sophisticated in its formal composition, incorporates the TROPICALISMO, the alluring and " carnivalesque "
aura that symbolizes and synthesizes Rio de Janeiro.
If on tradicional paintings the artist seems to understand - within a baroque's concept - the white and empty
space as an enemy that must be beaten and overcome with the aid of the voluminous pictorial matter and,
in most cases, with the aid of a vibrant chromatic scheme, the strategy changes when Isabela works with
metallic supports. The surface of the support, silver and impessoal, is smartly appropriated by the artist,
who uses the color as a contrasting element while at the same time interfering with incisions that resemble
certain technical procedures related to metal engraving. Such actions reveal a sensible and courageous artist
who is in control of her skills and making use of them is able to create a diverse and intimate repertoire.
The style in Isabela Francisco's work doest not occur as an imposition - it is the final result of a process
determined by research and by a commitment to experimentation.
At a certain point in time, during the course of the last century, the vanguard strategies seemed to condemn
the artist to an eternal and unfair fight against time. After the end of the Utopians era, the contemporary
artist finds himself free to retake the reins of his own history. Isabela Francisco acts under this new reality:
her paintings are beautiful and enticing objects that try to mesmerize the tired eyes of the contemporary
being.
Here, what is highlighted is the human action, the construction of an enchanted reality, built with paints and
brushes but also, and especially, with the talent and the courage of an artist who believes in the changing
power of art and fulfills, with modesty and sobriety, her role as an agent of change of the world and of our
reality.

" I really enjoyed the artistry from the artist Isabela Francisco. They escape from the showing off that many
times underestimate the arts of our country. They are beautiful compositions of simple white relief, that
transmit to the environment where they are exposed, a litlle hit of serenity that our modern life needs".
Oscar Niemeyer

Ivald Granato
Ivald Granato was born in Campos, in the state of Rio de
Janeiro in 1949. Until 1966 he stayed in his hometown
learning to draw unde influence of cubist painters. In that
year he started his studies with Robert Newman and the
following year he joined the School of Fine Arts of the
State University of Rio de Janeiro. Always controversial,
he also used the performance along with painting as a
form of artistic expression. He has received many awards
during his career and his works can be found in the most
important museums, companies and private collections
in Brazil and around the world. He executed numerous
individual and collective exhibits in Brazil, United States,
Japan, Germany, Finland and Central and South America.
A significant cultural activist, Granato is considered "the
mover and shaker with paintbrushes".

Passaro - Fågel
120 x 80 cm
Acrylic

Jacques Stemer

Tereza Vianna

What a pleasure to stroll in front of the works of the painter Jaques
Stemer. Characters, portraits, nudes, scenes of life and landscapes
show us the extent of his talent. Far from the pressures of
academicism, his paintings achieve a rare power of evocation by the
wide range of emotions and suggested feelings like desire, fear and
admiration. The refined style allows its abstract fantasies, memories,
still life that the colors, chosen by intuition, transcend. They show us
strength, harmony and beauty. “The color owns me. I do not need to
look for it anymore. Me and the color are one and only. I'm a painter”

We are living a new and complex moment of connections in
the real, the imaginary world – sharing life, art, dreams and
fulfillments ...together on the Blue Planet. I was thinking about
this while I was sketching. I thought about our searches, tried to
express myself in a free and lucid form with these series of work
presented here. Dots, dashes, lines in movement, sketches,
mandalas, symbols – personal and universal graphics.

tevianna17@gmail.com

Graffiti plays with us... I imagine it brings out the child that lives in
us. While eliminating the excesses, remain the suggestive earthy
tint and the primary colors that ease and smoothen the images
to our eyes. And for this moment I want to simplify everything,
searching for a priority, a formula, to reach our essence, love, a
shining of a light, that even on paper illuminates and enlightens
us, explains us by feeling and seeing it.

Nothing to add to this statement of Paul Klee, which fits well for
Jacques Stemer.
Anne Marie Laffargue
Painter

How nice would it be if words were not necessary - if paintings and drawings themselves could tell any admirer
their stories, their secrets, their magic. As if they were like portals inviting each admirer to transforming and
exclusive journeys, love and gratitude.
Tereza Vianna

l'adolescence
70 x 88 cm
(collage papier et plastique)

le vase du couple, 80 x 80 cm, acrylique sur toile tendue sur cadre

Assim na Terra
30 x 30 cm
Photo
2015

Lisa Burenius
Lisa Burenius, born in 1963, graduated from The Departement
of Design and Crafts in Gothenburg, Master of Fine Arts ( MFA )
in applied Arts and Crafts 1995 and has done numerous
exhibitions, set design for theaters, public space design and
workshops in colour and shape.
The colour itself and it´s physical presence plays the main
part in her works. It could be a landscape or a cityscape
yet not discovered. She registers colours, shapes, light and
different kind of surfaces in nature just to be able to create an
interpretaition back in the studio.
Her works are often created by layers of overlapping paint.
Using brushes, knifes, paint scrapers, or just pouring out the
paint over the canvas or over the paper. This helps her to
create an abstract landscape wich never has been seen before
yet always recognizable.

By The Water, 30 x 25 cm, acrylic on cardboard, 2017

Almost there, 25 x 35 cm, ink and acrylic on cardboard, 2017

Anna-Karin Wetzig

Seikoh Yada - Ikebana Artist

Born in Sweden 1966.
Living in Odensala Märsta-Sweden.
Works as an illustrator and artist.

Artist and Instructor of Sogetsu School of Ikebana, which
advocates Ikebana as art that respects the individuality of the
person who arranging flowers. Seiko Yada based on America
Mura, Osaka where he runs Ikebana classes. He created Ikebana
arrangements for "Jouju-in/Kiyomizu Temple" in Kyoto and
"Sanno-in/ Koyasan" in Wakayama among others works. In 2015,
he performed "Ikebana Lives" in Thailand and Canadian National
Foundation Event. In that year, he created the fashion brand
"Seikoh Yada", lauching clothes and "Chinese-lantern plant"
accessories. In addition he started an project which puts flowers
and things together, "Hana matoi" (wearing flowers) From now
and on, he wants to travel around the world making the love and
smile bloom in the people by doing Ikebana.

www.atelje-annakarin.se
www.illustratorcentrum.se/portfolio/anna-karin-wetzig
www.instagram.com/dagens_akw
I like to work with the line, I can spend onsiderable time to get
that right. Just a line can describe various thing in a simple way,
just how you draw it. My favorite material is ink and inkpen,
and strive for a simplicity of form. I also paint and then I prefer
oil paint. Everything belongs together, nothing is excluded. All
pieces come together in my art, work, family, friends and things
happening in the world. My drawing is a part of my identity and I
bring my sketchbook wherever I go. On the commuter train I can
get an idea and captures it in my sketchbook.

華道家 矢田青幸

「Ikebana」の草月流師範。

活動拠点である大阪のアメリカ村でいけばな教室を運営。

Profile
91 x 72 cm
oilpainting

京都清水寺の成就院や高野山三宝院にて会場装花をてがけ、2015年にはタイ国やカ
ナダ建国記念イベントでLiveいけばなを披露。
この年に
「Seikoh Yada」
ブランドを立ち
上げファッションショーにて洋服/鬼灯アクセサリーを発表。モノにお花を纏わせる
「華纏
い」
プロジェクトを始動させる。
今後は世界中に渡り歩き、いけばなを通じて人と人に愛と笑顔の花を咲かせていく。

Rogerio Akiti Dezem

Takada Tomohisa

Rogerio Akiti Dezem was born in Osasco city in Sao Paulo State, Brazil in
1974.

Modern Art Exhibition 2012-Kyoto City Art Museum-Tokyo
Metropolitan Art Museum
Hyogo Prefectural Art Museum Award 2011

Since I was three years old I see the world myopia through my glasses,
observing from my “darkroom” the movement of things around me, without
trying to understand them, just wandering around... Therefore, my (late)
choice in photographing “strangers” in the streets for me was something
natural.

The theme of my work is to express an invisible scene in
everyday life. "Horses" that appear here as the protagonists
of paintings, this horse is my own incarnation through all the
works. Everything has a beginning and an end, but expresses
an uncertain mindset located in between.

For me Photography is the exercise of seeing for what is not.

高田寛久

rdezem@yahoo.com.br
http://br.blurb.com/b/6215674-echoes

1989-Born in Kyoto, Japan

1989-京都府生まれ

モダンアート展 2012-京都市美術館 東京都美術館
兵庫県展 2011-兵庫県立美術館賞受賞

私の作品のテーマは、普段の日常の中の見えない情景を
表現することです。
ここで絵の主役として登場する
「馬」
で
すが、全ての作品を通してこの馬は私の化身そのもので
す。物事の全てには始まりもあり終わりもありますが、
その
中間に位置する不確かな心象を表現しました。

私の名前はロジェリオ・アキチ・デゼンです。1974年にブラジルのサンパウロ州にあるオザ
スコ市で生まれました。
私は３歳の頃から眼鏡のレンズを通して世の中の動きを観察してきました。観察とはい
え、
これといって身の回りの出来事を理解しようと努めていたわけではなく、単に自分の
中の
「暗室」から眺めていただけですが...
そのため、
カメラのレンズを通して街行く人々を撮影するようになったことはごく自然の
なりゆきでした。
私にとって写真とは見えないものを見つけることです。

Yuki Matsuo

Yasuko Sensyu

«solo exhibition»
2014 "Scenery" Kyoto, Japan
2015 "&" Osaka, Japan
2017 "Ambivalence" Tokyo, Japan

In addition to her immaculate calligraphy, her
illustrations and essays are full of warmth that
helps people feel at ease. In Japan, she is known
for her illustrations, brand marks, wall paintings,
essays and publications. She is also currently
active in Singapore, Manila, and other parts of
Asia.

Born in 1990.

«other»
2015, 2016 SALON ART SHOPPING Paris, French and more
I construct trancelusent layers with painted organdy in space or in canvas. Making
artworks what resonance each other, what I aiming at. there are artworks, human,
and real view. Swaying in the breeze, and gleaming in the light. They can make
variable scenery every moment. The scenery truly mesmerize me.

千秋育子

Yasuko SENSYU

書道七段を活かしたカリグラフィはじめ、
イラスト、エッセイなどは、
どれも温かさに溢れ手に取る人を和や
かにする。国内ではイラスト、
ブランドマーク、
ウォールペイント、エッセイ、出版など幅広い分野での作品多
数。
また、
シンガポール、
マニラなどアジア圏でも幅広く活動中。

松尾夕姫

1990 年生まれ

《個展》
2014 年「Scenery」
2015 年「&」
2017 年「Ambivalence」

《グループ展、
アートフェア等》
2015, 2016 「SALON ART SHOPPING」Paris, French 他

描いたオーガンジーを用い、空間またはキャンバスに透明な層を構築すること
により、互いに共鳴する作品創りに重きを置いています。
そこには作品と人、
そ
して景色が存在します。風に揺らぎ、光に移ろうその様は、一瞬毎に変化する景
色を創り、私を魅了します。

Daiki Takemoto

«Ancient Pictographs Artist»
I was born in Otsu City, Shiga, Japan in 1952.
The origin of chinese characters is pictographs
and modern ones are what they were symbolized
or abstracted. By concretizing contemporary
letters, we reproduce expression and feeling of
vitality unique to pictographs, which enabled me
to break new ground in the field of calligraphy,
creating my own world. Once I dedicated
calligraphy performance to the disaster
reconstruction ceremony at Ikuta Shrine where
people gave prayers after the Great HanshinAwaji Earthquake in 1997. I continue to perform
calligraphy at shrines or temples while praying
for world peace and human welfare since I think
its sacredness can obtain God's understanding.

Halu Iwasaki
Country: Japan, City:Osaka
Languages: Japanese,English,Croatian,Italy
Training: General Art Institute, Osaka designer college
Skills: Professional Sketcher, Illustrator, Designer, Architect, Dj
Affiliations: freelance, Japan Illustrators' Association Member
(No.161216)
Contract illustrator of Bethcompany@USJ and HepFive
Career
I grew up in Osaka, I draw music and football scenes and
architecture. I wanted to become a painter, but when I was a
student I worked with an architect and became an architect.
I worked at Takenaka Corporation and Japanese commercial
development. I designed a lot of buildings, interiors, objects,
flower arrangements, corporate logos, apparel, everything. And
since I was 19 years old, I came back and forth in Europe. I could
not give up on music and pictures. I continued a solo exhibition of DJs and illustrations at the clubs and lounges of the
Osaka center and Croatia etc. In 2016, I quit the job of architecture and real estate consultants and decided to devote
myself to the work of illustrators. And a beautiful lady for a person changed my picture. I vowed to draw for her the
rest of my life. Life is only once. Now, I work at the site of the USJ and many bars and concerts with the staff of 20s
and work for the establishment and administration, earn painting materials cost, drawing a picture. And My master is
Joan Chiverton. In Europe and USA, Professional Sketcher draws various scenes with photographers. Fashion shows,
concerts, various sports such as football, bridal etc. Drawing like singing is a my job.

竹本大亀《古代象形絵文字アーティスト》

1952年、滋賀県大津市生まれ
漢字のルーツが絵文字であることに注目。現代の文字は
絵・絵文字が記号化・符号化いわば文字化したもの…ま
た、絵が抽象化したものと言えます。現代の文字を具象化
することで絵文字ならではの表情や生命感を再現し、書
道界に新境地を開き、独自の世界を展開しています。

また、1997年の阪神・淡路大震災後、生田神社で祈りを
捧げた災害復興のために奉納揮毫を執り行い、世界の平
和と人類の幸福を神のご理解が得られる神聖文字で祈
願、神社や寺院で奉納揮毫を続けています。

芸大を目指していましたが、学生時代の建築家との仕事をきっかけに、建築士になり、大手ゼネコンの
設計部、商業誌施設の投資会社に在職、建築、
インテリア、
ブランディング、IPOなど多岐に渡る業務に従
事、
その間も絵と音楽を諦めきれず、
イラストやオブジェの製作、DJとしてミナミの CLUB や lounge で活
動を続ける。

2016年建築などの仕事を辞め、
イラストレーター
（プロスケッチャー）
と音楽の仕事に専念して活動を始め
る。
また、Joan Chiverton氏を師事して学んでいます。
日本イラストレーター協会会員
USJ やHEP
FIVEの似顔絵やイラスト、パフォーマー・アーチスト・ミュージシャンのオペレーションをするベス・カンパニ
ー契約作家。

ARTISTIC RESIDENCE IN SANTA TERESA, RIO DE JANEIRO
Cultural institute, Instituto Cultural Nórdico Brasil Finlândia (ICNBF) and Arte Vida Arte
Association offers for the artists from the Northern countries possibility to stay at a residence
in Rio de Janeiro.
Residence is in Santa Teresa, which is a neighbourhood in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It
is located on top of the Santa Teresa hill, by the centre of Rio, and is famous for its winding,
narrow streets which are a favourite spot for artists and tourists.
It is a perfect and enjoyable environment to get to know other culture and to create and
produce new ideas. Residence will welcome painters, sculptors, authors and photographers
from the Northern Countries.
Periods in the residence varies between 1 and 3 months and there is also possibility to
participate workshops with children from the project CASA in Rio de Janeiro.
For more information, please contact
Helena Cardoso, president of ICNBF
by e-mail: helena.cardoso@icnbf.org

CASA, THE ART SCHOOL FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED CHILDREN
Art school CASA (Centro de Assistencia Social e Artistica) was founded in August 2005 by Helena and Edson
Cardoso. Art School is ment for underprivileged children living in the favela of Cidade de Deus - City of God,
in Rio de Janeiro. The school’s aim is to help these children fulﬁl their dreams of a better future through the
power of art and to give them a constructive hobby and direction in their lives.
There are currently 15 children in the school, ranging in age from 4-15 years. We hope that our work will help
prevent these children from ending up on the streets. The Finnish organisation, Arte Vida Arte ry, funds CASA.
The Finnish artists from our organisation have been visiting Cidade de Deus and working with the children.
You can also be a part or this valuable project and help give these children a better future.

CASA

Cen t ro de As s is te n c ia S o c ia l e A rt ist i c a

Art School Casa

												

DONATIONS
MAY 2017 10€

MAGAZINE
CONTEMPORARY ART 2017

OSAKA

Arte Vida Arte Association supports the activities of the
Art School CASA. By buying AVA Magazine you support the
art school’s activities and help secure a better future for the
children. Your support will improve the daily lives of the children at the art school.
To: Arte Vida Arte ry
Bank account: 572115-2138442
IBAN FI4257211520138442
BIC (SWIFT) OKOYFIHH
Message: Artschool CASA
Sincere thanks: Kids and Teachers of Art School CASA, and
Helena & Edson Cardoso.

G A L L E R I A

Pohjoinen Rautatiekatu 17 B 8
FI-00100 Helsinki
Finland
Tel: +358 400 765 576
ava@avagalleria.com
www.avagalleria.com

